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		Privacy and Cookie Policy
Crown Laboratories uses cookies to improve your experience. By clicking "Accept", you consent to storing cookies on your device. You can update your preferences at any time by clicking the "Cookie Preferences" link at the bottom of this page. Visit the Privacy Policy for more information.
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                        Your Cookie Preferences
                        
                            Crown Laboratories uses different types of cookies to optimize your experience on our website. Click on the categories to learn more about their purpose. You may choose which types of cookies to allow and can change your preferences at any time. Remember that disabling cookies may affect your experience on the website. Visit the Privacy Policy for more information.
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                                These cookies are strictly necessary to provide you with services available through our websites and to use some of its features, such as access to secure areas.

	Cookie	Type	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-advertisement	0	11 months	This cookie is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of advertisement cookies. It does not store any personal data.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	0	11 months	This cookie is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of analytics cookies. It does not store any personal data.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	0	11 months	This cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies deemed necessary for site performance. It does not store any personal data.
	viewed_cookie_policy	0	1 hour	This cookie is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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                                These cookies are used to make advertising messages more relevant to you. They perform functions like preventing the same ad from continuously reappearing, ensuring that ads are properly displayed for advertisers, and in some cases selecting advertisements that are based on your interests.

	Cookie	Type	Duration	Description
	IDE	1	2 years	Used by Google DoubleClick and stores information about how the user uses the website and any other advertisement before visiting the website. This is used to present users with ads that are relevant to them according to the user profile.
	NID	1	5 months	This cookie is used to create a profile based on user's interest and display personalized ads to the users.
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	1	5 months	This cookie is set by Youtube and is used to track the information of the embedded YouTube videos on a website.
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                                These cookies collect information that is used either in aggregate form to help us understand how our websites are being used or how effective our marketing campaigns are, or to help us customize our websites for you.

	Cookie	Type	Duration	Description
	_ga	0	2 years	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics. The cookie is used to calculate visitor, session, campaign data and keep track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookies store information anonymously and assign a randomly generated number to identify unique visitors.
	_gat_UA-60058084-2	0	1 minute	This is a pattern type cookie set by Google Analytics, where the pattern element on the name contains the unique identity number of the account or website it relates to. It appears to be a variation of the _gat cookie which is used to limit the amount of data recorded by Google on high traffic volume websites.
	_gid	0	1 day	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics. The cookie is used to store information on how visitors use a website and helps in creating an analytics report of how the website is doing. The data collected includes the number visitors, the source where they have come from, and the pages visited in an anonymous form.
	GPS	0	30 minutes	This cookie is set by Youtube and registers a unique ID for tracking users based on their geographical location.
	vuid	0	2 years	This cookie is set by Vimeo and is used to track the views of embedded videos.
	YSC	1		This cookie is set by Youtube and is used to track the views of embedded videos.
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